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The purpose of the paper is to investigate weighted Lp convergence of Lagrange 
interpolation taken at the zeros of Hermite polynomials. It is shown that if a 
continuous function satisfies some growth conditions, then the corresponding 
Lagrange interpolation process converges in every LP (1 <p < 03) provided that 
the weight function is chosen in a suitable way. 
Let i/t,},“_,, denote the system of orthonormalized Hermite polynomials. 
and let .Y,, > x2,, > ... > x,, be the zeros of h,. Then for a given function f 
the Lagrange interpolation polynomial L,(f) corresponding to h, is defined 
to be the unique algebraic polynomial of degree at most n - 1 which s,atisfies 
LF7C.L Xkn) =f(x,,) (k = 1, 2 ,...) n), 
It is well known that L,(f) can be written in the form 
where the fundamental polynomials I,, are defined by 
I- 
/k&) = 
h,(x) 
K(x,m)(-~ - Xkn) = 
‘$.,,h,-,(X,,) hn’x) 
(X-xkn) 
[ 8, p. 481. Here Akn (k = 1. 2 ,..., n) denote the Christoffel numbers of the 
corresponding Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate weighted Lp convergence 
properties of L,(f). For the sake of brevity we do not intend to discuss the 
history of this problem. We refer the interested reader to ] 1.4, 51. Our main 
result is the following: 
* This material is based upon work supported by the Nation Science Foundation under 
Grant MCS 78-01868. 
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THEOREM 1. Let f be a continuous function defined on the real line. 
Assume that f satisfies 
(1) 
Then 
lim j”, [if(x) - L,(f, x)1 emxzi2 Ip d?s = 0 
holds for every p > 1. 
In order to justify the choice of the weight function in Theorem 1. we will 
also prove 
THEOREM 2. Let ~(20) E L’(R) and 0 < p < 00 be given. Suppose that 
for every continuous function f vanishing outside a finite interval 
lint *= 
J 
If(x) - L,(J x)1’ w(x) dx = 0. (2) 
n-= -x 
Then 
.(I, [&I” w(x)dx < co. 
The proofs of these two theorems require several auxiliary results. First we 
will prove these results and then we will be able to verify our main theorems. 
In the following, every positive constant independent of the variables in 
consideration will be denoted by “conk” 
LEMMA 3. There exists a number c > 0 such that for ever)? polynomial 
R, of degree n 
1’ lR,(x)]e “dx<const/(” 1 R,(x)1 e- ” d-y. 
. %, -r,n 
This lemma was proved by Freud in 131. 
LEMMA 4. The inequalit!, 
holds for every n = 1, 2,... . 
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Proof Let 0 ( a ( 1. Then the function P’ is such that all its 
derivatives of even order are non-negative. Thus by Markoffs theorem (8, 
p. 3781 
Setting a = 1 - 1/(2n + 1) we obtain 
Now the lemma follows from the inequality xin < 2n + 1 (k = I., 2,..., n) 
18, p. 1291. 
LEMMA 5. Let o E (0, fi) be given. Then for every polynomial P, of 
degree at most m the inequality 
< const (1 + $) in, IP,(x)l &ep.‘“: dx. (3) 
- rx) 
Proof. First we will show that 
\‘ lP,(x)~e@‘*dx. 
- - lkn lPm(Xkn)i eX’n’2 
I.Yk”l GO\ n 
<const (1 +JF)jy 
z 
(4) 
In order to prove (4) let us note that 
lPndXkn)l < min 
xk+l.odt<xk-l.n 
lP,,,(t)l t j-‘” “n IPh( dx. 
.Yk + I ,n 
Thus, by the Markoff-Stieltjes inequality 
18, p. 501, we have 
\‘ 
- ,- A,, 1 Pm(xkn)l eX:J2 lXk”I<UV?l 
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Inequalities (5) and 
xk -1.n -~~+,,~<constn~” (lXk,, Ga $h 
[ 2, p. 180 1 imply that 
e”;“, 2 <conste”” (~~+,,~<t<x~~,,~) 
and 
1 kne XiJ2<constn ~‘/‘e “” (xk+,,n<x<xk~ ,,n) 
for Ixkn I< a fi. Hence 
Applying G. Freund’s Markoff-type inequality [ 3 ] to the second integral on 
the right side of (6) we immediately obtain (4). Now we will prove that 
inequality (4) implies (3). Note, that in (3) we can assume without loss of 
generality that m > n. Let C > 0 be an arbitrary but fixed number. Suppose 
that there exists a polynomial rc, of degree at most m such that 
1 
~ < const / n,(r)1 
1 +I4 
for itl<adi and 
1 
i n,(t)1 < const ___ 
1 +ltl 
for /t / < Cd&. Then by (4) and Lemma 3 
\’ 
‘b, / Pm(Xkn)l 
eX:“/ 2 
lXknl<uLin 1 + tXkn/ 
_ IP,(x)l / n,(x)1 e .‘li2 dx 
(8) 
with some constant C, > 0. Now, if C is chosen so that C > C,. then we can 
apply (8) and the lemma follows. Thus the lemma will be proved if we can 
construct a polynomial ir, such that inequalities (7) and (8) hold. Since 
a <fl, n < m and the function (1 + itI)- ’ is exactly of the same size as 
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(1 + t’)- “*, it will be enough to show that for every C > 2 there exist a 
polynomial rt, such that 
0 < M, ~7r,(t)l < (1 + t2)- “* < M, / rr,(t)l (9) 
for 1 t1 < C fi, where M, and M, are independent of m and t. Since the 
second derivative of (1 + t’) “2 in absolute value is bounded by 4, we can 
apply Jackon’s theorem 18, p. 61 to conclude that there exists a polynomial 
p, such that 
I(1 + t*)-“2 - p,(t)1 < const 4 
for /t / < fi. Therefore, if m is big enough then 
I(1 f P-‘/2 - p,(t)1 < j( 1 + t2)- ‘I? 
for 1 t 1 < fi, that is. 
3 lP,(O G (1 + t’)- I’* < 2 b,(t)l (ItI 6 da 
Thus, if we put n,(t) =p,(t/C), then rr, satisfies (9) since for fixed values of 
C the functions (1 + t2)- “’ and (1 + tZ/C2)-1’2 are of the same size. 
LEMMA 6. Let a > 0 be fixed and let (f,} be a sequence of .functions 
such that f,(x) = Ofor Ix / < a \/ri and 
for x E R. Then 
Jim 5 r 
1L,(f,,.r)e-“z’21Pdx= 0 
n-cr: ” -Lf 
for every p > 1. 
ProoJ: Applying Schwarz’ inequality we obtain 
(10) 
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;. L(x) 
kTl kn /I 
< const \/n e”’ (x E iF{) 
12, p. 181 ] the inequality 
) .L,(f, , x) e xv2 ~ 6 const 
holds independently of x and n. Now, if p > 2, then (11) implies 
1 
.‘X 
jL,(f,, x) e~x*‘2/p dx < const 
J 
‘r [L,(f,, x) e *’ *I* dx. 
3 I 
Using the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula we get 
Thus by Lemma 4 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
which together with (12) proves (10) for p > 2. Now let 1 < p < 2. First we 
will show that for every fixed c > 0 
.‘, 2 
!,iT, 1 IL.(f,. x) e -“‘* jp dx = 0. (14) + . -c,n 
Since p < 2, we have by Holder’s inequality 
Consequently by (13) 
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which implies (14) for 1 < p < 2. Thus (10) will be proved for 1 ( p < 2 if 
we can show that for every fixed c > fl 
lim 
i 
lL,(f,, x) epxz’*Jp dx = 0. 
n-m /XI >C\i” 
Using 
L,(fn,x)= 
we obtain 
L,(f,, x)’ < const n n h2(4 \’ 
x2 - 
Aknfi(Xk,,) ‘- Aknhi-I(X,d 
IXk”l .a,m‘ kyl 
for 1x1 > cfi since lxknl < dm (k= 1,2 ,..., n) 18, p. 1291. Thus by 
Lemma 4 
IL,(f,, X) e-x*‘2 Ip dx < cons1 nd4 hn(x~p’2’2 1’ (Ixi > q/G). 
Integrating this inequality and applying H(ilder’s inequality we get 
< const npi4 
h,(x) cx*‘* p dx 
X 
-~ hi(x)em”‘dx 
PII .u‘ 
,< const npj4 1 [ 
(2 --/IV 2 
[ x*P/(P- 2) dx 
<L-J;; I 
which proves our assertion since 1 < p < 2. 
LEMMA 7. 
/xl >$fi and 
Let (q,} be a sequences of functions such that q,,(x) = 0 for 
(15) 
for xE R. Then 
for every p > 1. 
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ProoJ: It follows from 
7-m 
L,(P”. x) = j$ h”(X) 2: 
that the inequality 
holds. First let us examine the expression in brackets. By Lemma 5 and (15) 
we have 
Applying the inequality 
ik- h4l e‘ x’l2 < const n ‘I4 (1x1 < fi1 
18, p. 2011 we obtain 
(17) 
4 const n I” log n 
so that 
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Now let us estimate the integral on the right side of (16). If p > 2 then 
dx < const . ~z(‘-P’~~ (19) 
since / h,(x)1 eCX2’* < const for x E P [8, p. 242 1. If 1 < p < 2 then by 
Hiilder’s inequality 
ZZ 
COnSt ,(2 - 3PO. 
We obtain from inequalities (16), (18), (19) and (20) that 
(20) 
l~,(cp,, x) e-x2’21p dx < constllog n]” $~~I~~: (P > 2) 
(1 <p < 2), 
which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 8. Let E > 0 be given. Let (v/,,} be a sequence of jiinctfons such 
that y,,(x) = Ofor 1x1 > fiand 
for x E R. Then 
liT&vp i;; lL,,(ty,,,x) e-“‘*lp dx< const cp 
‘-A 
for every p > 1. 
ProoJ Let S,( g, x) denote the nth partial sum of the Fourier expansion 
of some function g in the Hermite polynomials (hk}. Let G be defined by 
(22) 
First we will show that 
[i 
LG 
IL,(yn, x) emx2’* lp dx 
-” ;1 1 
VP 
< const E 9 sup [~~~~lS”WG,x)e-‘li2~“dx]“p, (23) Ma < 1 *r 
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where (I./(S denotes the usual L” norm. To prove (23) let us introduce a 
function g,, defined by 
g,(x) = sign[L,(li/,, x)] ~L,(Ic/~, x)l”~ ’ l\;(x) e(‘mmg2)-“. (24) 
where 1, F(X) is the characteristic function of the interval ]-JR, $1. Then 
.\ ” 
!, n 
lLn(~i/n,x)e~X’i21pds= 1.’ L,,(y,,x)g,(x)e “dx. 
. ~7 
Since L,,(y/,, x) is a polynomial of degree less than n, we get 
Note that L,(w,, x) S,( g,, x) is a polynomial of degree at most 2n - 1. 
Thus we can apply the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula to obtain 
\” k=I 
Because .!,,,(v,, x) interpolates v/, at xkn, it follows from (21) that the ine- 
quality 
j.’ 
n 
I ( L, tyn, x) eP2’*Ip < e \’ 
L” 
- / sn( gn 3 Xkn)i G@kn) lk,, 
I”!,“l <L n 
holds where G was defined in (22). Thus by Lemma 5 
1.’ n~m iL,(y/,, x) e-.“‘*lpdx < const F 1.’ I S,( g,, x)1 G(x) e I’ dx. (25) 
L” . I 
Let /3, be defined by 
Then lIPAl, < 1 and 
B,(x) = sign S,(g,, xl 
. ,J 
) / S,,( g,, -x)1 G(x) emx2 dx = 1-I g,(x) S&3,, G, x) e .” dx. 
. OX _ r 
Consequently by (24) 
).I lS,(g,,. x)1 G(x) emx’ dx 
m-1 
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Applying Holder’s inequality we obtain 
l/P 
1 . < (’ [ _ILn(~n,x)e-x2’21pdx ‘-x”n I’“-~ “/p ’ s ci 
$7 
IS,& G, x) epx2” lp dx 
-1 ;; 
This inequality combined with (25) yields (23). In order to complete 
proof of the lemma we must prove that 
the 
\‘X 
1 
VP 
sup 1 S,(pG, x) eeX2” lp dx 6 const (26) i5 ,I<’ ,, n 
independently of n. Using the Christoffel-Darboux formula (8, p. 43 ] we get 
h,-,(t)P(t) G(t) em” dr 
x - t 
.3c 
I 
h,(t) P(t) G(t) e-T dt 
x x - t 
where the integrals are defined in the sense of Cauchy. Since x in (26) varies 
between -fi and fi, and the Hermite polynomials satisfy (17) inequality 
(26) will be proved if we show that 
h,(t) P(t) G(t) e-” 
x - t 
dt ’ dx < const nepiJ ]lpi]“, (27) 
for n = 1, 2,.... Let us recall that te Hilbert transform is a bounded operator 
on Lp if 1 < p < 00 [ 71. Thus (27) holds if 
Ia’ lh,(x)/l(x) G(x) e-“‘IP d-x < const n-p’4 ]]/3]1$, 
3: 
that is. 
. ‘G 
J I 
h,(x) e-xm P 
1 + /XI 
dx < const n mpi4, 
-J: 
By (17) the inequality 
(28) 
holds. Hence by (19) and (20) inequality (28) is satisfied. 
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Proof of Theorem 1~ Let t‘ > 0 be fixed. They by (1) we can Find a 
polynomial P such that 
for x E P. Thus, if n > deg(P), then 
Now consider L,(S- P). Let 1, denote the characteristic function of 
I-&“% &,&I. Then we can decompose f-P into 
.GP=(f’-P) l.-t(J-P)(l ~ l,,)=u,+L.,,. (30) 
The function u, satisfies the conditions of Lemmas 7 and 8. Hence 
lim,cup I_’ IJL,(u,, x)1 em~.“2]p dx ” < const C. 
!.~/ i 
On the other hand, we can apply Lemma 6 to l’,, to obtain 
lim+:up 
i 
-1’ 
‘I 
]IL,,(r..x)Ie ““]“dxf “‘-0. 
Thus by (30) 
lim+$up )-’ [lL,(f-P.x)e ‘I.‘lndxl”‘~const~. 
1 I I 
Using (29) we get 
Since t: > 0 is arbitrary, the theorem follows. 
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Proof of Theorem 2. Let C,,(-2, -1) denote the space of continuous 
functions on R with support in l-2, --I 1. Then L,(f) can be considered a 
linear functional on C,(-2, -1) and by conditions (2) holds for each 
JE C,(-2, -1). Hence by Theorem 10.19 of (6, p, 1821 
(31) 
for fE C,(-2, -1). Now for every n = 1, 2,... let us pick up a function 
g, E C,,(-2, -1) such that 
and 
Then 
lt follows from h’,(x) = \/zttr h, _,(x) and 1 h,_ ,(x,,)l < const K”~ for 
-2 ,< -ykn < - 1 [ 2, p. 181 ] that 
Ihi(xk,)l--’ > const n -I” (-2,<x,,,<-I). 
Furthermore, we obtain from 
12, p. 1801 that the number of zeros of h,,(x) in l-2, - ] is exactly of order 
fi. Hence 
lLn(g,,,x)I >const n’j4 Ih,,(x)l (1 + .Y)~ ’ 
whenever x > 0. Thus by (3 1) we can conclude that the inequality 
rP4h,(x) p 
1+x 
w(x) dx < CO (32) 
holds. Now let us fix A4 > 0. By Fejer’s asymptotic formula for the Hermite 
polynomials 18, p. 2001 
n1’4h,(x) = const ex”’ 6-t 1x-T +0(1) 
I 
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(0 < x < M) inequality (32) implies 
Hence. if m 3 p is an even integer then 
Since (cos x)” is a trigonometric polynomial with non zero constant term. 
applying the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma we obtain 
Letting M--t 03 the inequality 
follows. Similar argument can be used to prove 
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